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Bringing Back

THE DATE
by Meaghan Dodson ’17
News Staff
campus events

On Friday, November 15, 2013, the Bring Back
the Date event was held at 6 p.m. in Aquinas
Lounge. Providence College students were invited
to ask somebody special to accompany them on a
“traditional” date consisting of dinner and dancing.
During the week leading up to the event, students
were encouraged to purchase tickets and make
reservations for the night. By Friday evening, the
Aquinas Lounge was transformed from a student
study space into a romantic Italian restaurant.
Candles were glowing, a fire was lit, and twinkling
lights were wrapped around the perimeter of the
room. Jazz music was performed by a live band
featuring Zachary Matook, the McDermott Hall
Director and a current PC graduate student.
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Water Damage in Davis Following Grease Fire
by Kathleen McGinty ’16
Asst. News Editor
campus events
A cooking grease fire broke out in
a sixth-floor Davis Hall apartment
during the late afternoon this past
Sunday, November 17. While the
fire originated in room 601, damages
have been reported in sixth-floor
rooms in close proximity, as well
as in fifth and fourth-floor rooms.
The Physical Plant and the Office
of Residence Life are currently
working to accommodate all
students impacted by the incident.
According to Kristen Kern ’14,
a resident of Davis 501, the room
directly below the room where
the fire occurred, she heard loud
noises coming from upstairs
between 3:30 and 3:45 p.m.
while she was doing homework
with a friend in her apartment.
“We did hear a bit of ruckus
upstairs,”
she
said,
noting
that there was some shouting.
Chelsea
Savago
’14
also
remembers
hearing

unusual sounds from above.
“I was just sitting on my bed just
doing my homework,” said Savago,
who lives two floors below, in Davis
401. “I could hear above me a lot of
movement and loud talking. Then,
the alarm immediately went off.”
Savago stated that she later put two
and two together, realizing that
the commotion above most likely
resulted from the outbreak of the fire.
With the fire alarms set off,
students evacuated the building and
migrated from Davis toward Fennell
Hall, gathering near Sandella’s
and Siena Hall for what Savago
remembers to be about 45 minutes.
“It wasn’t really panicked,”
she
said.
“We
all
just
assumed
it
was
a
drill.”
However, Kern noted that
planning a fire drill on a Sunday
late in the afternoon seemed like
strange timing. Savago agreed,
stating that once four or five fire
trucks arrived, an ambulance
pulled into the back of Davis,
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by Joey Ciccarello ’16
Sports Staff
hockey
Steven Shamanski ’14 has come
a long way in his four years on the
Men’s Hockey Team. He has seen the
highs and the lows of Providence
hockey; he has evolved from being
a part-time player as a freshman,
recording just two points, to being
a first-line defenseman and captain
of the third-ranked hockey team
in the nation in his senior year.
Shamanski has seen Providence
go from the cellar of Hockey
East to one of the best programs
in the country. And now he
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Ciccarello ’16 Weighs
in on Student’s
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Corbin ’15 says Black Friday is a good time to
bond with others.
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Author Jabari Asim Addresses the“N Word”
by Jackie McCarthy ’14
News Staff
guest speakers
On Wednesday, November 13,
Providence College hosted guest
speaker Jabari Asim. He is a professor
at Emerson College in Boston, and
author of The N Word: Who Can Say It,
Who Shouldn’t, and Why. The book was
published in 2007 and has received
much buzz recently for its attentiongrabbing title and content. Though
the answer to the questions presented
in the title of his book might seem
obvious, Asim’s lecture was able to
further the understanding behind the
obvious point.
Elena Yee, director of PC’s Student
Multicultural Activities Office thought
to invite Jabari Asim to speak to the
student body after feeling inspired by
his book. She found his book in 2008 at
the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute
in Alabama, and it sparked her interest
and made her think.
Jabari Asim began his lecture by
apologizing to anyone who might find
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and campus security sprung into
action, she began to realize that maybe
this was more than just a drill.
An email sent out to the students
by Koren Kanadanian, director of
emergency management, on Sunday
evening affirmed that there was, in
fact, a “minor cooking grease fire”
and that it “was quickly extinguished
without injury.”
Danielly Jamous, Davis Hall
complex director, stated in an email
this past Monday that she was
unable to discuss the incident, and
Kanadanian could not be reached for
comment. Residents of Davis 601 were
also not yet ready to speak with The
Cowl, but students affected by the fire
discussed how the College is handling
the aftermath of the incident.
Chris Cruz ’14, who lives in Davis
602, right next to the apartment where
the fire started, noted that the sixthfloor hallway experienced flooding,
with some of the water traveling into
one of the electrical rooms. One of
his roommate’s carpets withstood
flooding as well, and the baseboards of
some walls were removed.
“It’s just been really inconvenient,”
said Cruz. While he and his roommates
were told that they could return to
their room Tuesday night, he decided
to stay in his temporary room in
Cunningham, which consists of bunk
beds in the middle of the living room.
Kevin Petsky ’15, a resident of Davis
604, stated that his apartment suffered
from about an inch to an inch-and-ahalf of water from the sprinklers that
went off in the sixth floor hallway.
Damaged or impaired items in his
apartment included an Xbox, clothing,
and a textbook. Petsky was informed
that damages were photographed
and recorded in writing. Although
temporarily relocated to Fennell on
Sunday night, Petsky returned to his
apartment as of Tuesday evening.
Like Cruz’s apartment, the plastic
baseboards in 604 were removed and
four industrial air blowers have been
circulating the air for the past two days.

the words he would use in his lecture
and in the pages of his book as offensive.
“I grew up in a house where we
weren’t allowed to say the N word,” he
said, “but that particular vulgarity was
just part of a long list of unpermitted
words.” He then continued to use the
word unflinchingly throughout his
lecture in different contexts. He gave
examples in his lecture of the word
being used in literature, poetry, and
in popular culture. He explained the
history behind the word and its relation
to a time when slavery was prevalent
and widespread—an unfortunate time
in the history of our nation and other
nations.
By the end of the lecture, the word
had been repeated so many times that
it no longer seemed to possess the
negative connotation that it originally
held. It was common and not quite
as painful to hear coming out of the
lecturer’s mouth, seeming as though
that was the point that Asim was
trying to get across. “Language is the
storehouse of memory,” Asim said. He
continued, “At no time in existence has
it ever just been a word.” He identified
the problem of the N word becoming

According to Kern, even the fifth
floor suffered significant flooding,
making it seem as though it was what
she described as “swamp-like.” She
said that apartment 501’s ceiling was
filled with water, and upon Physical
Plant’s assessment of the damage,
she and her roommates were told
they were lucky their ceiling did not
collapse.
Kern and her roommates were not
relocated to another residence. Instead,
their ceiling is currently draining, and
Mary McDermott ’14, also a resident
of Davis 501, added that stationary
dehumidifiers placed in the apartment
are currently sucking water out of
the air and the walls to prevent the
growth of mold. Alanna Smith ’14,
another 501 resident, added that she
and her roommates appreciate the fast
response of Physical Plant.
Damage also spread to the fourth
floor. Savago stated that water dripped
into a bedroom of her apartment,
spreading from the door all the way to
the end of the wall, and also seeped out
of the kitchen wall. While the sprinklers
did not go off in her apartment, she
was told that approximately six to
seven gallons of water come out of
the sprinklers per minute, which
she believes may explain why water
damage occurred in her room two
floors below the fire.
Physical Plant offered Savago and
her roommates the option to relocate,
which they declined. Their HD visited
their room to ask about water damage
and their RA wrote a statement about
the condition of their room.
Despite the damages resulting from
the fire, McDermott stated that she was
happy that nobody got hurt. Smith
expressed similar sentiments.
“I think PC has some of the best
maintained fire safety,” she said. “We
have a really great security team on
campus.”
Smith also suggested that students
living in apartment-style housing
check up on their fire safety.

a common word in regular discourse
as being related to popular culture and
a belief that, if said in proper context
by the appropriate person, it could
be a term of endearment. “What is
the appeal in evoking a word which
embodies hate?” he asked his audience.
With his lecture, Asim hoped to
present information and history
behind the word, not a solution to its
inappropriate overuse in our society.
Asim said, “We cannot legislate the
proper use of language. We can only
encourage or discourage.” He hopes

that we can find the strength to make
informed choices in the words that we
use, and “go against the cultural tide”
at the risk of being uncomfortable
upon being met with opposition. He
believes that change begins in the heart
of the individual. Once one person
makes a conscious effort not to use
hurtful words, especially a word with
such a hateful history as the N word,
the notion will become common, and
by that method it will one day be
eliminated.

ANNA WIECIORKOWSKA ’14 / THE COWL

Author Jabari Asim gave a lecture in ’64 Hall last Wednesday, November 13.
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At 6 p.m., couples began to file into
the lounge. Everyone was dressed
to impress, as ladies wore heels and
dresses while men sported jackets and
ties. Hostesses greeted each couple at
the door and then ushered the duos
to their respective tables. The theme
of the night was Little Italy, and
everything, from the Tuscan sunflower
centerpieces to the buffet-style Italian
dinner and the cannoli desserts,
helped to create this ambiance. After
dinner, the students, although initially
hesitant, joined the band on the dance
floor. Couples were presented with
the opportunity to “continue the date”
when prizes, such as movie tickets and
a gift certificate to East Side Pockets, a
Middle Eastern restaurant in the city of
Providence, were raffled off.
Kelly McGonigle ’17 described the
night by saying, “Bring Back the Date
was a great event. I was blown away by
the atmosphere in the Aquinas Lounge!
The decorations were beautiful and
there was a great jazz ensemble that
really set the tone for the evening and
made the night special.”
The entire evening was made
possible through the collaborative
efforts of the Project S.A.V.E.

(Sexual Assault Violence Education)
Committee, Circolo Italiano, and the
Office of Residence Life.
Marian Salama, the Suites Hall
complex director and coordinator of
student programs and activities in the
Office of Residence Life, was excited
to give students a simple, affordable,
and meaningful way to get to know
one another. She emphasized the
importance of presenting students with
the chance to socialize and communicate
without the presence of alcohol and
other elements that characterize the
hookup culture prevalent on many
college campuses.
The success of the event has inspired
the planning of two additional Bring
Back the Date nights scheduled for
Feb. 7 and March 28 of the 2014 spring
semester.
Salama summed up the thought
process behind the entire event by
stating, “I think that there are a lot of
pressures that this generation faces
to interact in the consumption and
hookup culture. These influences
lead to a fear of communication
and commitment, causing people to
hide behind their cell phones and
Facebook pages. We often forget that
both male and female students alike
want to engage in relationships. The
one thing that I took away from the
night is that we have to encourage
our students to embrace the date.”

ANNA WIECIORKOWSKA ’14 / THE COWL

Students enjoyed an Italian-style dinner and live music in Aquinas Lounge.
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Relics of St. Peter Shown in Vatican City

Bursting

the PC Bubble
by Ray Oliverio ’15
News Staff

This past week Archbishop Rino Fisichella, a Vatican official, announced
the relics of St. Peter, the first Pope of the Roman Catholic Church, would
be put on public display in Vatican City following a special Mass celebrated
by Pope Francis on Nov. 24. The official Vatican newspaper, L’Osservatore
Romano, formally recognizes the remnants as those of the martyred St. Peter.
Catholic tradition holds that St. Peter was crucified upside down under the
rule of Emperor Nero Augustus Caesar. An excavation of St. Peter’s Basilica
was conducted in the mid-20th century under the direction of Pope Paul VI,
which is where the relics were discovered. There is debate over whether the
bone fragments are in fact those of St Peter; however, Pope Paul VI declared
in 1968, the human remains were “identified in a way that we can consider
convincing.”

U.S. Sailors Released from Pirates

Project Spade Fights against Child Porn
Interpol conducted a worldwide sting this past week, called Project
Spade, against an international child pornography ring, arresting 348
people and rescuing 386 children. Police arrested 108 people in Canada
and 76 in the United States. Among those detained include several
schoolteachers, doctors, and actors. The majority of children ranged in age
from five to 12 years old, and came from Germany, Ukraine, and Romania.
The alleged mastermind of the organization is Brian Way, 42, a Toronto
native, whose company Azov Films filmed, produced, and distributed the
movies. Toronto Police began their investigation in 2010 and worked with
Interpol and other law enforcement agencies in more than 50 countries
including Australia, Spain, Mexico, Norway, and Greece. Inspector Joanna
Beaven-Desjardins, an official with the Toronto Police Department,
declared more information will be forthcoming, as the investigation is still
ongoing and further arrests may be made.

Health Insurance Commissioner Fired
Washington D.C.’s health insurance commissioner William White
alleges he was fired on Saturday, November 16 for questioning President
Obama’s fix to the abysmal health care rollout. The President’s solution
allows for millions of health insurance plans intended for termination next
year to receive a one-year extension. White, along with other insurance
commissioners, questioned President Obama’s health care resolution,
noting that it will lead to a logistical nightmare and higher premiums. In a
statement to media sources, White declared, “The action today undercuts
the purpose of the exchanges, including the District’s D.C. Health Link,
by creating exceptions that make it more difficult for them to operate.”
In response to Obama’s resolution, the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners released a report this past week asserting the President’s
plan “threatens to undermine the new market, and may lead to higher
premiums and market disruptions in 2014 and beyond.”

Two United States sailors who were taken prisoner off the coast of
Nigeria by pirates last month have been released according to U.S. State
Department officials. In a press conference to media outlets, Drew Bailey,
a State Department spokesman, confirmed that a ransom was paid for the
safe release and return of the two civilians. The International Maritime
Bureau recently released a report in which it stated that hijackings in
the Gulf of Guinea are up by more than one-third this year, compared to
last, with as many as 40 such attacks. Capt. Eric Flanagan, a United States
Marine Corps spokesman, informed media agencies that the U.S. and its
allies are considering using the same piracy preventative techniques in the
Gulf of Guinea as are used off the coast of Somalia.

Pakistani President Put on Trial

The Pakistani government confirmed on Sunday, November 17, that
it will be placing former President Pervez Musharraf on trial for treason
after he declared a state of emergency and temporarily suspended the
constitution while in power. Musharraf is a former Pakistani Army general,
and the first military ruler to be tried for treason in the country’s 66-year
existence. If the former president is found guilty, he could face life in prison
or the death penalty, however, there is fear among parliamentary members
and government officials that the country’s powerful military will not allow
Musharraf to be imprisoned or put to death. Pakistan’s Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan stated, “Gen. Musharraf is accountable to the
nation and the constitution.” There is no further information on when his
trial is set to begin.

Spirit Airlines Marketing Campaigns

Spirit Airlines, a discount airline carrier based out of Miramar,
Florida, capitalized on Toronto Mayor Robert Ford’s crack debacle this
week by offering ultra-low flights to the Canadian city. The company’s
advertisement featured an eerie silhouette of Mayor Ford with the slogan,
“We’re not smoking crack. Fly to the Toronto area (Niagara Falls Airport)
and other destinations from just $29.90 one way.” The company has a
very opportunistic marketing team, which has taken advantage of many
scandals. During the Miami Dolphins’ Richie Incognito bullying disgrace,
Spirit Airlines discounted its ticket prices and offered “incognito” flights out
of Florida. Following the Secret Service prostitution disaster in Colombia in
2012, the company began an aggressive advertising campaign by offering
reduced flight prices to the Latin American country. The company has not
released any information regarding its next marketing campaign.

EPIX CEO Mark Greenberg Visits PC
by Elizabeth Nako ’15
News Staff
guest speakers
On Wednesday afternoon, November
13, a special lecture was featured in ’64
Hall titled, “A Conversation with EPIX
CEO Mark Greenberg.” Greenberg ’78
is a PC alum and also president and
CEO of the EPIX Network. This event
was sponsored by Dr. M. Cary Collins,
PC’s first Michael A. Ruane Endowed
Chair for Innovation in Business
Education, and the Providence College
School of Business.
Facilitating the discussion were Cary
and Rev. Kenneth R. Gumbert, O.P.,
professor of film studies in theatre
arts. Greenberg spoke to students and
faculty, standing room only about his
experiences and gave advice to students
with high career aspirations.
EPIX is an American premium cable
and satellite television network. EPIX,
founded in 2009, is fairly young and
competes with HBO and Showtime.
EPIX was the first network to be
launched on the Xbox 360, PlayStation
3, and Android phones and tablets.
Greenberg had years of experience
working in the entertainment field

before he helped to create EPIX.
Greenberg holds a B.A. from PC and an
M.B.A. from Columbia University. He
also worked at HBO for eight years and
at Showtime for 18 years, and served as
the managing director of MSGCI, which
is both a managing and consulting
company that had clients such as
Comcast and Blockbuster. Greenberg
talked about how he recognizes that
the world is always changing—“[a]
need to evolve.” Greenberg planned
out the blueprint for EPIX, which is
the first network designed for linear
television—the viewer has to watch a
scheduled TV program at the certain
time it is offered—both for on demand
and online viewing.
One of the first questions brought
up in the conversation was what
helped Greenberg in his career.
Greenberg discussed the importance of
jobs, wanting “to find people who are
passionate.” Greenberg said, “I loved
my time at PC.” He discussed the
great relationships he formed over his
four years at PC and his involvement
in clubs and organizations such as
Student Congress. During his job
interviews, Greenberg talked about
how he was able to communicate his
passion for the school. This passion
helped him secure his first job on

Wall Street and then HBO. Greenberg
talked about how he did not take “no”
for an answer. He once went on 26
interviews over a nine-month period.
Greenberg stressed how important
both relationships and networking
are in the career field. Even today
Greenberg is still passionate about his
time spent at PC. Greenberg stated, “A
big part of who I am was shaped by
coming to PC.”
Greenberg also talked about how
he is a huge liberal arts fan. Some of
the members of his staff were theology
and philosophy majors. Although
Greenberg admits he was not a huge
fan of DWC when he attended PC, he
is thrilled he had the perspective of
learning DWC today. Greenberg said,
“I can talk about [topics] in terms of
history and culture.”
Greenberg gave advice for students
going on interviews. Greenberg talked
about how the resume and discussion
of assets is important. He talked
about the need to sell yourself and
differentiate yourself because “[the]
competition you face [is] very real,
but [you] must play it smartly.” Also,
Greenberg talked about how he likes
to hire people who know more than
he knows and said students should
always do their research on a company

before going on any interview.
Greenberg’s talk proved to be
inspirational and insightful to both
students and faculty. After the
discussion Stefan Puente ’17 said, “Mr.
Greenberg is a true vision and is able to
adapt and be one of the forerunners for
the entertainment society. He inspires
me as an entrepreneur myself.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

Mark Greenberg, president and CEO of EPIX
graduated from Providence College in 1978.
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The Leaders of PC Campus Ministry
by Ray Oliverio ’15
News Staff

clubs and organizations
Providence
College’s
Campus
Ministry, headed by Fr. James Cuddy,
O.P. ’98, began in the mid-1900s as a
way to bring the Catholic faith and the
message of Jesus Christ to the student
body on campus. In response to the
purpose of Campus Ministry, Meagan
Sullivan ’14 stated, “We represent
the ministry and the mission of the
Church by spreading its message to
the students on campus.”
The Campus Ministry Council is
divided into six sections, each one
responsible for at least three of the
nearly 30 student assemblies which
fall under the umbrella of Campus
Ministry. The six lead Campus
Ministry sections include Worship
and Liturgy, Spiritual Life, Faith
Formation, Communications, Local
Service and Justice, and Global
Service and Justice. Some of the subgroups consist of Hospital Outreach,
Social Justice Advocacy, PC for Life,
Community Life, Youth Ministry, and
Liturgical Ministries.
Worship and Liturgy, headed by
John Clarke ’15, is comprised of groups
that allow students to participate in
Mass as altar servers, lectors, cantors,
and extraordinary ministers of Holy
Communion.
Spiritual Life, led by Amanda
Haluga ’14, gives students the
opportunity to join groups that are
focused on the religious well-being of
their bodies and souls. Faith Formation,
supervised by Scott Thompson ’14,
focuses on providing PC students with

the chance to work with local parishes
and teach about Catholicism, as well as
fully integrate into the Church those
members of the PC community who
are not Catholic.
The Communications section of
Campus Ministry, under the direction
of Caroline Cox ’14, informs the entire
campus of current and upcoming
events, in addition to spreading the
word about service and worship. It does
this by means of Facebook (Providence
College Campus Ministry), Twitter (@
pccampmin), and its very own blog
(blogs.providence.edu).
Local Service and Justice, directed
by Andrea Tempesta ’14, allows
students to work in the surrounding
Providence communities with the
elderly, the poor, the hungry, and
the homeless. PC students visit with
seniors at the Capitol Ridge Senior
Living Community, volunteer at area
hospitals to help the sick and needy,
and work with disadvantaged children
at after-school programs.
Campus Ministry’s Global Service
and Justice sector, guided by Meagan
Sullivan ’14, offers to students
various programs that deal with
underprivileged individuals across
the United States and throughout
the world. This group sponsors such
activities as the NOLA Immersion
program, Special Olympics, and
Habitat for Humanity.
Students can travel far beyond
the local PC community to destitute
places that not many people have seen
or heard of. At the beginning of each
semester, Campus Ministry hosts an
open house to introduce all PC students
to new clubs and organizations.
The current format for Campus

Congress Updates
by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
News Editor
student congress
Bobby Arruda ’15 discussed the possible options for the calendar
change. He explained that both options start after Labor Day, and
the first scenario includes a shortened reading period for exams; the
return date after Christmas break would be Jan. 13, whereas the second
option would have students returning on Jan. 12.
Major Leyden spoke about safety and security, especially offcampus. He explained that they have enforced laws heavily in order
to deter criminals from coming into the area, and throughout the
beginning of the school year they increased the number of officers
and patrols around the area, especially for freshmen. He encouraged
any students with questions for the Providence Police to call the substation at 401-243-6961.
Proposals for recognition of the Entrepreneurship Society, the
Philosophy Club, and the Athlete’s Care group were voted on and
passed.
The legislation concerning improvements to the academic advising
process were discussed, voted on, and passed. This legislation will
serve as a recommendation and a first step towards addressing the
issue of amending the academic advising process.
Congress also voted on and passed the legislation defining the Core
Focus for academic departments.
New business included a proposal mandating Safe Space training
for proposed and recognized student organizations, and for faculty,
staff, and administration.
There was also a proposal for creating a space in Slavin to post
materials without approval. Nick Wallace ’14 explained that many
other colleges have something similar to this and they are hoping to
launch the pilot program in January. The space would be used for free
and open dialogue from the campus community.

Like us at www.facebook.com/thecowl

Ministry has not always been as
structured as it is today. In the mid1990s students and Friars alike joined
together to construct a more defined
ministerial body for the campus.
A shining result of the rejuvenated
Campus Ministry is PC’s very own Fr.
Cuddy, who noted that the ministerial
organization had much to do with
his decision to become a priest. The
Campus Ministry staff and members
agree that they are interested in
attracting new members to the Church,
especially those in the PC community
who feel they have been left out or feel
unwelcomed. In response to the goal of
Campus Ministry, Fr. Cuddy declared,
“Campus Ministry is really the Church
on campus…and insofar as that’s the
case, I would like to see us continually
reach out and be able to bring God

to all the people here on campus and
to bring all the people on campus to
God.”
The message relayed by many
members of Campus Ministry is for
students to join them and to be a part
of the spiritual life at this Catholic
institution. One of the upcoming
events to experience the wonders of
Campus Ministry is at the Jingle Bell
Bash on Dec. 5.
The students and staff at Campus
Ministry all noted one thing about
this organization: that it changed
their lives. Fr. Cuddy acknowledged,
“Having been a great beneficiary of
Campus Ministry really changed my
life…For me to be able to work in this
capacity is the realization of a dream…
Honestly as Dominicans, we go where
we’re sent.”

ANNA WIECIORKOWSKA ’14 / THE COWL

The Student Ministers oversee the six clusters of Campus Ministry.

Student Group Organizes“No Kid Hungy”
Walk to Help Solve Childhood Hunger
by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
News Editor
fundrasing
Music was blasting on Providence
College’s new track facility early
Sunday afternoon, November 17, and
groups of students were participating
in a 3k walk to help raise money and
alleviate the problem of hunger in
Rhode Island. The “No Kid Hungry
Walk” was organized by a group of
students as a project for their sports
marketing class.
Ryan O’Donoghue ’14, Brian
Gribbon ’14, Peter Alley ’14, Jeff
Bradford ’14, and Erin Murphy ’14
developed and organized this event to
support the Rhode Island Community
Food Bank and the Share Our Strength
Organization to help the over 16
million children who go hungry in
America today. Participants were
able to register and donate on the day
of the event, and upon registration
they were able to pick up a number
of information sheets about the
fundraiser itself and the Rhode Island
Community Food Bank.
Over 50 people participated in the
walk, and the group was able to raise
over $3,000. Through working on this
project, Gribbon said, “We learned that
fundraising is not easy. Finding a good
cause is just the tip of the iceberg.”
Bradford explained, “We thought that
the Rhode Island Food Bank was a great
charity and looked at the Thanksgiving
season as a great time to help them out.
The No Kid Hungry Organization was
in the back of our mind the whole time,
keeping us motivated to make as much

money as we could. They do great
things over there.”
Gribbon added, “We wanted
to choose an organization that is
legitimate and whose work can be
easily understood by our supporters.
The food bank serves about 66,000
Rhode Islanders each month, with
about one-third of the group under
the age of 18.”
The group consensus was that this
project meant much more to them
than just a grade they would receive
in class. Alley said, “This is a big issue
in today’s society and people need to
become aware of this problem.”
Bradford expressed a better
understanding of the larger issue
they were addressing through the
project. “It is important for people
to remember to give some of what
they have to those that need it. Child
hunger is unacceptable and is a
problem that we have the ability to fix.
We wanted others to help us help the
kids and feel good doing it.”
Gribbon saw the project as a way to
give back to the community they have
been part of throughout their college
careers. He said, “We learned real-life
lessons in the challenges of putting on
an event and gaining sponsorships,
but what kept us trucking was the fact
that we were doing it for the kids.”
The group is continuing their
fundraising efforts after the event
through accepting online donations
until the end of the month at https://
www.wepay.com/donations/rhode_1,
and by selling 02908 t-shirts to students
in Ray on Friday, November 22.
Gribbon stated, “We hope to end
childhood hunger in Rhode Island one
step at a time, no pun intended.”
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Embrace the Shopping, but Maintain Decorum
Black Friday Shopping Generates Bonding
by Nicole Corbin ’15
Asst. Opinion Editor
SOCIETY
Over the years, Black Friday shopping
has become as synonymous with
Thanksgiving as the scrumptious scent
of pumpkin pie and turkey dinner. This
year several stores are getting a head
start on the Black Friday festivities by
opening on the evening of Thanksgiving,
a fact that many find upsetting and has
caused a small uproar. However, Black
Friday shopping is not as cynical as it
seems. The high-energy shopping day
has the potential to be a great family
bonding experience when all shoppers
conduct themselves with dignity and
respect.
The top retailers for Black Friday
shopping include Target, Best Buy,
Macy’s, J.C. Penney, and Kohl’s, all
of which will be opening at 8 p.m. on
Thanksgiving with the exception of
Best Buy, opening two hours earlier at 6
p.m., and all close between 10 p.m. and
midnight on Black Friday. This marks
the first time that Macy’s will be open on
Thanksgiving, and it is also the earliest
that Target, Best Buy, J.C. Penney, and
Kohl’s have ever opened for Black
Friday shopping.
According to the National Retail
Federation, 89 million shoppers
ventured out on Black Friday last year
to scour for the best deals, an increase
from 86 million shoppers in 2011.
Additionally, the report reveals that 28
percent of shoppers were at the store
by midnight on Thanksgiving in 2012,
showing a marked increase of four

percent from 24 percent of shoppers in
2011. These figures represent a growing
trend in Black Friday shopping that does
not seem to be slowing any time soon.
The concern regarding these earlier
hours comes from those who believe that
beginning Black Friday on Thanksgiving
reinforces materialism in America and
detracts from the importance of showing
gratitude during the holiday, as opposed
to coveting what we do not possess. This
outlook is too cynical. Black Friday is
what you make of it; it does not have to
represent consumerism. There can be
more to it than just sales and specials.
Many memories are made around the
dinner table at Thanksgiving, but quality
family time spent while shopping on
Black Friday produces great memories
as well. Waking up before the sun
and embarking on the crazy, hectic
adventure that is Black Friday shopping
is a sure way to share laughs and create
fond memories. In fact, many people
turn Black Friday shopping into a
Thanksgiving tradition that is just as
special as grandma’s homemade stuffing
recipe because of the opportunity for
great family bonding.
However, Black Friday shopping has
caused controversy in the past for leading
to violence in extreme cases, which
warrants stating that it is important to be
diligent during the shopping festivities.
In crowded stores and parking lots
where it may be easy for a little chaos
to break out, each individual must
be cautious and respectful in order to
ensure everyone is able to have a safe
and happy experience.
Embrace the shopping, but maintain
decorum.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Our Tuition Is Too High for Us to Get Our Last Choice
The System of Shopping for Classes Needs an Adjustment
by Jacquelyn Kelley ’17
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS
On Friday, November 15, the class of
2017 arose bright and early to participate
in course registration. Because of our
lowly freshman status, we were given
the last pick of the draw, and most of the
classes we needed to take were already
full or had an unpromising number of
seats left. Stress levels that day were
certainly high and disappointment
levels even higher as many people
didn’t even get into the classes they
are required to take. That being said,
it is absolutely ridiculous that we pay
tens of thousands of dollars only to be
locked out of core classes in a stressful
and unreasonable registration process.
It is understandable that we can’t
always get what we want, and few
freshmen were expecting to receive
a perfect schedule. In fact, the dream
of a perfect schedule went out the
window when the class of 2017 logged
onto Cyberfriar on Thursday night and
realized that most of the classes they
wanted to take were either full or only
available at ridiculously inopportune
time slots. It is not understandable,

however, that some students couldn’t
even get into core classes and are still
struggling to work out their schedules.
Gianna Luciano ’17, for instance, is
currently not enrolled in a DWC class.
“I got blocked out of my first choice
for DWC and became even more
frustrated when I found that every
single alternative Civ class I chose was
already full. I was literally in tears as I
was frantically typing in random CRN
codes as fast as I could,” said Luciano.
”I think it’s ridiculous that some people
haven’t been able to get into their core
classes. The whole registration process
is so poorly designed and students are
barely offered any help.”
Luciano isn’t the only one who had
a stressful experience. Nick Redeker
’17 witnessed his roommate struggle
with the process as well and said, “He
typed the CRNs in way too slow and
got shafted out of everything. He’s
now taking four classes this semester
because there are no openings in any
classes he actually needs, so he might
have to take a summer class at home
so that he doesn’t have to take more
classes next year.”
It is mind-blowing that a student
might have to pay to enroll in a summer
course just to make up for the course

he couldn’t get into here. Our tuition
money is supposed to ensure that we
are receiving the education and positive
experience we were promised when we
first enrolled, yet the system seems to
be failing us. It is understood that this
is the worst registration we will ever
experience. We are literally at the bottom
of the totem pole right now, and
have been told by our advisers
that the registration process
will only get better from
here on, but considering the
boatloads of money we pay
to attend to PC, that just
isn’t enough consolation.
It
is
nearly
impossible to rid
the registration
process
of
stress, but it
is definitely
possible
to make
some

adjustments to ensure that students
are getting the classes they really need.
More sections of popular courses could
be offered, or maybe more seats could
be made available in such courses.
There are options, and it’s time for
the administration to take them into
consideration.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.FLICKR.COM
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When we received the alert
about a fire in Davis Hall on Sunday
evening, there was undoubtedly a
fair amount of confusion and concern
about what exactly was happening
on lower campus. For those of us on
upper campus, we texted, messaged,
and called our friends to gather
information. As seniors, for four years,
we have heard stories of the Aquinas
fire, and been taught the importance
of fire drills and fire safety. This,
however, was the first time in our four
years that we had really experienced
any significant fire-related incident.
Given what could have happened,
we think we speak for the whole
campus when we say we are grateful
that those involved, and the residents
of Davis Hall, were not more seriously
harmed. When we discussed this event
in the office this week, we couldn’t
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Tangents
Be Thankful For What
You Have
With Thanksgiving just around the corner, it definitely
seems like this first semester has flown by quickly. This
past week, I probably daydreamed about eating mashed
potatoes, turkey, and warm apple pie more times than
anybody should admit. While food is one of the best
parts of Thanksgiving, family and traditions are just
as important. For me, Thanksgiving is one of the only
times of the year when I get to spend quality time with
my aunts, uncles, cousins, and grandparents. Traditions
also make Thanksgiving a special and unique holiday.
Whether it’s playing football outside or watching it on
TV, the tradition of everyone going around the table
and saying what they are thankful for this year, or, like
my family, playing an intensely competitive game of
Pictionary, every family has its own way of celebrating.
Our family table is usually very boisterous, full of joking
and laughing, debating politics, or just reminiscing.
Being able to reconnect with my family reminds me,
without being too sentimental, that I really should be
thankful that I have them in my life.

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and
carefully checks every article that goes into print
to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and
truthfully. If you find an error in any article,
please email the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@
providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as
necessary.

—Carolyn Walsh ’17

help but think that in this season of
giving thanks, we have much to be
appreciative of.
On a larger scale, we are thankful
that the Davis incident was not nearly
as serious as it could’ve been. On a
more personal level, we’re sure that
everyone is grateful that the semester is
nearing an end. For those of us who get
to go home and spend Thanksgiving
with our families next week, we are
grateful for those precious moments of
escape from the grind of final projects,
papers, and exams. It is so easy during
this time of year to get caught up in
our own problems, to forget about
anything else other than our three
research papers due this week. While
we are all guilty of it, we hope that at
some point this week you’ll be able
to stop and consider just how much
you have to be appreciative of. As we
trudge through these remaining few
weeks, reflect on how far you’ve come
this far and enjoy this season of friend,
family, and food.

& Tirades
Embrace the
Craziness of PC

You would have never guessed that just a few days ago
a fire broke out in Davis, a pedestrian was hit by a car on
Huxley, and the distant sound of sirens echoed throughout
campus. Not because chaos unexpectedly broke out all in
one weekend, but because we as students are bombarded
with new information in a particularly dynamic atmosphere
every day. Even the weather, consisting of random
monsoons here and there, causes students to change their
outfits throughout the day. While the hundreds of emails
per week in our inbox may put a strain on our thumb as we
swipe across each email and hit the red delete button, we
all love every single moment of it. Okay, maybe not getting
hit by a car or having your room flooded by the sprinkler
system. The leaf blowers at 8 a.m., power outages deep into
the night, and the infamous “insecure” PC-Secure are the
imperfect moments that secretly liven up our monotonous
routines. We all would be extremely lonely if there was
never a Dunkin’ line to bump into our fellow classmates
and, more importantly, students would be unable to make
a celebrity appearance on the DD Webcam. These clumsy
and awkward moments in our lives keep us on our toes and
always leave us with quirky smiles on our faces.
—Christina Moazed ’15

Advertising
Contact The Cowl with advertising requests
and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or, if
necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit
www.thecowl.info for rates, publication dates,
and other information about advertising with
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Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918;
make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues
are available around campus on Thursday
nights.
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The Career Education Center Offers
More than Resume Checks

See the Good Things
the Lord Is Doing

No Matter Your Major or Class Year, They Can Help
by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
Campus Chaplain
CAMPUS

KELLY SULLIVAN ’15 / THE COWL

The Career Education Center offers Quick Question Hours each day. No appointment necessary;
merely drop in during the specified time and speak with an advisor.

by Kelly Sullivan ’15
Opinion Editor
CAMPUS
I’d like to start off this article by
saying three things: I am a business
major, I work in the Career Education
Center, and I was not asked to nor
am I being paid to write this article.
With that being said, I think that the
Career Education Center is made
up of dedicated advisors that when
taken advantage of can help you
find or excel in any career path no
matter what your major may be. I’ve
heard some people doubting the
Career Education Center’s resources
lately, and I think that the advisors’
hard work for us is often unnoticed
and the resources they provide are
sometimes not well-known.
I think that the majority of students
know that the Career Center checks
resumes and cover letters, posts on
EFriars, and handed out those “Don’t
Wait…Slavin 108” T-shirts. But I want
to talk about some of their resources
that are overlooked and less known.
In addition to setting up on-campus
recruiting, practice interviews are
scheduled. These interviews are done
with real employers and have all
the qualities of a normal interview,
except that they aren’t real. They
simply serve to help you get used to
talking to superiors, become familiar
with the interview setup, and know
what it feels like to think on your
feet. By the time a real interview
comes your way, you’ll already have
experience talking to recruiters.
The advisors’ expertise with
LinkedIn is also helpful. LinkedIn
not only helps you connect with
classmates, but also helps you find
people. FriarLink is a group set up by
the Career Center on LinkedIn that
connects current PC students with
PC alums. The alumni in the group
have already agreed to participate
in informational interviews with

students. These alumni are willing to
help current students and to answer
questions about finding careers in
your area of study.
In addition to FriarLink, all of the
advisors know a lot about how to
brand yourself through LinkedIn.
The advisors know keywords you
should be using, how to present your
previous positions, and with whom
you should be networking.
You’re not a business major, you
don’t want to be in that industry,
and you see nothing but accounting
openings on EFriars, so what can the
Career Center do for you? This is the
most common problem I have heard
recently. Setting up an appointment
can be beneficial. This gives you the
ability to find out where students
with your major have interned before.
They often have that information on
file.
Most importantly, the advisors
know alumni. They know people that
can help you in your career or even
find a career. The Alumni Shadowing
Program, the Mentoring Program,
and the Alumni Networking Nights
are examples of how the Career
Center helps students to connect with
people who graduated from PC and
are successful in their career path.
By connecting, they can share their
expertise and guide your internship
or job search because they know
what is required for their field.
I know these resources are helpful
because I have participated in most
of them and met with the advisors
countless times. Each advisor has
unique knowledge that you can’t
absorb until you meet with them.
The advisors’ jobs are to be wellconnected in order to do what they
can to help us be successful. It’s just
a matter of talking to the Career
Advisors and telling them where
your interests lie. The catchy saying
really says it all, “Don’t Wait…Slavin
108.”

I recently had the chance to get away
from campus for a couple of days in
an effort to catch my breath and finish
some work that’s been hanging over
my head for a couple of months. My
secret hiding spot is down the Cape in
the little town of Centerville.
Soon after arriving, I headed out
to the shore. I love the beach at this
time of year. With the wind blowing
cold and the sun shining bright, it has
its own kind of beauty and provides
an environment conducive to prayer
and recollection. All was peaceful
for about an hour until the quiet was
pierced by the sound of laughter. As
if in a time machine, the sound and
its accompanying sights took me back
some 15 years.
The noise was coming from a group
of a dozen or so AmeriCorps members
(easily identified by their trademark
sweatshirts) charging down the beach
and into the water. Their ability to
run was impeded by the giant rubber
waders that each one wore up to the
middle of their chests. Thus impervious
to the icy waters but unsure of their
steps, they waddled enthusiastically
towards the shoreline like newlyhatched sea turtles, shouting and
laughing all the way.
As I stood there taking in the
unusual scene, the kids slowly raced
by without noticing me. But for my
part, it was like looking in a mirror and
seeing a younger version of and my
friends and me. We were members of a
similar AmeriCorps program when the
program was in its infancy, and like
these young men and women, we were
assigned to do shoreline restoration
work for a two-month period. And
when the opportunity presented
itself, we laughed and raced toward
the water in a moment of unspoiled
and simple joy. Just like these kids a

generation later.
These days leading up to
Thanksgiving are always particularly
stressful and busy. For those of us
heavily burdened by all of the things
that are required of us during these
hectic days, this episode on the beach
calls to mind three things for our
consideration.
First, in spite of all appearances to
the contrary, time passes by quicker
than we can imagine. How could it
have been 15 years since my friends
and I made a break for the water’s
edge? It all seems so recent, and yet
those days are long gone. For those
heavy-burdened souls for whom
clocks seem to run slow and to-do lists
seem to be never-ending: be at peace.
You’ll get there.
Second, life’s enduring memories
are often small and seemingly
inconsequential. Those kids on
the beach did not realize that their
awkward charge toward the sea will
become a wonderful memory with
the passing of the years, just as my
crew and I were unaware when we
were doing it. For those too busy for
an appropriate amount of goofing off:
make the time. That’s the stuff you’re
going to remember most.
Third, there is so much in our lives
for which we should be grateful. My
beachside trip through time helped me
to reflect upon so many blessings in the
days between this one and that. The
joy of deep and abiding friendships,
the call to the Dominican Order, the
gift of the priesthood, the opportunity
to serve at Providence College, and so
many smaller graces in between. For
those who are struggling in or out of
the classroom: give thanks to God, in
spite of the crosses that you are made to
bear. See the good things that the Lord
is doing and thank Him accordingly.
Those blessings are reminders of God’s
providential love and signs of divine
friendship. They are signs of hope that
promise days of peace and calm after
the challenges of this stressful time
pass.

The Opinion Staff would like to wish
everyone a Happy Thanksgiving. We
would like to thank you for your
readership, all of your guest responses,
and your input this semester. We
really appreciate your help fostering
discussion. Enjoy your holiday and be
thankful for all that you have!

Opinion is hiring! Pick up an application outside Slavin LL04!
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CASTLEBAR
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525 Eaton Street
Providence, RI 02908

Lunch Special

Walk-in only 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Small Cheese Pizza..$4.99
Any 6 inch sub...........$4.99
Any salad...................$4.99
Any gangster wrap.....$4.99
Any pasta dish...........$4.99

CALL FOR FREE DELIVERY 11pm - 4am

November 21, 2013

401-490-0000
Voted #1 Pizza by PC! Don’t
forget to mention our student
discounts!

www.BIGTONYSPIZZARI.COM
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What is your favorite Thanksgiving food?

“My grandma’s sausage stuffing”
Steve Bean ’17

“Apple pie”
Janelle Dunham ’15

“Pumpkin bread”
Nicole Lipari ’14

“Stuffing”
Kristin Hinchey ’15 and
Mary Catherine Noonan ‘15

“Turkey, stuffing, and jeeking sweet potatoes
with marshmallows and maple syrup”
James Kopfensteiner ’14, Ryan Brennan ’14,
and Brian Gelinne ’14

“Stuffing”
Steve Morello ’14

“Not turkey!”
-Thanksgiving Turkey

Photos Taken By Courtney Buohl ’15 and Diana Vlavianos ’15

Photography
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ANNA WIECIORKOWSKA ’14/ THE COWL

ABOVE: Circolo Italiano and BMSA sponsor a
Diversity and Dialogue Series event–Two Sides
GABRIELLE MENDES ’17/ THE COWL of Italy–featuring a presentation by Professor
ABOVE: With a theme of “America Recycles Day,” Things for Thursday, sponsored by the of Italian Dr. Giacomo Striuli about the unique
Student Environmental Action Coalition and the SAIL Office, provides students with supplies aspects of Northern and Southern culture, as well
to create recycling bins, magazine bead bracelets, and trail mix.
as Italian pastries and coffee.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

ABOVE LEFT: Student Congress holds an open forum regarding the possible closing of the PC Post
Office, allowing students the opportunity to share their opinions and speak to representatives from
the U.S. Postal Service.
ABOVE RIGHT: The Departments of Political Science and Black Studies hold a screening of Tim
Wise’s documentary entitled White Like Me: Race, Racism, and White Privilege in America, followed
by a discussion moderated by Dr. Joe Cammarano, associate professor of political science and
department chair of public and community service studies.
RIGHT: Dr. Adrian Weimer presents on the topic of “Rumors in Early New England” for the third
lecture in the “Making History” lecture series sponsored by the Department of History.
BELOW: SHEPARD, Women Will, and the Department of Women’s Studies sponsor “My Name is
Not Baby: A Street Harassment Workshop,” which explores where harassment often occurs, who is
affected, and methods for combatting it.

GABRIELLE MENDES ’17/ THE COWL

Photos Compiled by Saadia Ahmad ’14, Photo Editor

JESSICA ARTIGLIERE ’17/ THE COWL
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SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

ABOVE: PC Dining sponsors its first McPhail’s Bistro Night, providing students who made reservations ABOVE: State Department
Ambassador in Residence Evyenia
with a four course meal.
Sidereas shares information about
Foreign Service Officer Career
opportunities.
LEFT: The Organization of Latin
American Students sponsors
Spanish Bingo, featuring gift card
prizes and Spanish desserts.
BELOW: PC After Hours and the
SAIL Office hold a Grocery Bingo
event, also featuring ice cream
sundaes.

GABRIELLE MENDES ’17/ THE COWL

FAR BELOW: The Running Club
brings in Patrick Moulton ’04
to speak about his running
experiences after his college cross
country and track experience, which
include winning several marathons
and half-marathons and competing
in the 2008 Olympic Trials.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

ANNA WIECIORKOWSKA ’14/ THE COWL
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One Social Media Trend Too Many?
by Katie Puzycki ’17
A&E Staff
MUSIC
Social networking sites go through
trends the way girls go through clothes:
innumerous times on a daily basis.
OK, so maybe not on a daily basis, but
chances are, you will log onto your
Facebook account today and see one
thing trending, and a week later it
will have become a thing of the past
and a new fad will be in town. Take,
for example, the planking trend. This
time of nonsensical photos of people
planking in various, random places
had a decent run, but it has long since
become a thing of the past. From emojis
to duck-face “selfies,” the whims of
the social media world are bountiful.
Over the past couple of weeks, the
next big thing popping up on social
media dashboards everywhere is a
series of animated drawings known as
“Bitstrips.” With 10 million monthly
users, the concept of this new craze
is for people to create themselves in
cartoon form, adding friends or family
members as a means of conveying what
is currently happening throughout
the course of their day. It can also be
used to severely exaggerate a situation
as well, just to add some humor. This
app has brought the notion of selfexpression through the use of a status
update or tweet to a whole new level.
Obviously having to create an entire
animation requires a bit more work and
time than typing up a simple anecdote
to keep your friends in the loop.
Why has it become so popular then?
To most, the idea of the app is rather

pointless, but it is most likely that its
success has a lot to do with the fact that it
allows the user to express how they are
feeling to a tee; the struggle for finding
a suitable emoticon to do so is no
longer necessary. It also allows users
to voice their sentiments and activities
in a more creative and artistic manner
—a rare find in social networking.
In addition to the recent Bitstrips
obsession this month, there was the
lightning-fast trend of changing
one’s profile picture to a giraffe upon
answering a certain riddle incorrectly,
and the most current is people
having status updates on Facebook
include a random number of facts
about themselves. The latter trend
seems to have actually taken a turn
back to the amateur fads of social
networking’s earlier years of operation.
More times than not, these
occurrences serve only as an annoyance
for avid social networking users. The
ever-changing fads can cause a person
to feel like blocking even their closest
friends who have become hostages to
the spellbinding influence of partaking
in such trends. Whether a fan or not,
these caprices are storming our cyber
lives, and they continually leave
their marks on the internet, making
for quick jokes and a multitude of
laugh-worthy memories about the
time when this or that was popular.
In hindsight it may have even been
regrettable, causing people to question
why they were ever interested in such
a thing. But fear not if you are part
of the percent that has succumbed
against your better judgment—
social trends are inevitable, and
you are certainly not alone.

PHOTO COURTESY OF hallaminternet.com

Local Spotlight: Coax Rhino
by Mary McGreal ’15
A&E Staff
MUSIC
Conor McGinley ’16—an English
and marketing double major from
Guilford, Conn.—is a member of the
band Coax Rhino, which was formally
established in 2010. The band is also
composed of Aaron Steinberg, John
Dailey, and McGinley’s older brother
Dennis, the three of whom have been
playing together since 2006. Steinberg
plays guitar and does lead vocals,
Dailey plays drums and does back-up
vocals, and Dennis and Conor play
guitar and bass, respectively. In regards
to the band’s name, McGinley says, “I
think we wanted a name that would
look good aesthetically and have a
nice ring to it as well. Coax Rhino, for
some reason that is tough to pin down,
seemed to match our style pretty well.”
In December 2012 Coax Rhino
released its first album Plum Gut,
which has nine tracks and is currently
available online, with plans for a
physical copy in the works. The band
self-recorded, produced, mixed, and
mastered the album—in their living
rooms. The band may not work out
of a professional recording studio,
but the arrangement seems to lend
itself well to a raw, authentic, and
slightly unpolished sound. There is an
element of experimentation—which
is to be expected of a young band—
throughout the album. McGinley notes
that the group draws inspiration from

a variety of sources, including Arctic
Monkeys, The Rolling Stones, Franz
Ferdinand, and Bloc Party, as well
as hip hop and rap. Of the album
he says, “It was a collective effort
as a band and really just a huge
experiment to try and get the right
sound and everything. I think that it
turned out pretty well considering.”
Coax Rhino really shines when
they emulate a kind of early 2000s
British indie rock vibe. Standouts on
Plum Gut include “Segovia,” which
has an incandescent, dreamy sound,
and “Plum Gut,” which sounds like
something that you would want
to listen to into the early hours of a

summer morning. Some songs on the
album, such as “Sharks, In the Water”
have a distinctly different sound that
is reminiscent of something from the
post-grunge genre. This is a noticeable
difference from the upbeat anthem
“Zilwaukee Rifle Riders of the Lost Arc’s
Annual Christmas Ball Extravaganza”
which is packed into an enjoyable two
minutes and 10 seconds. The base of
the album, however, is smooth, creative
instrumentals. The lyrics are almost
secondary in comparison to the sounds
that draw the listener in. It is possible
that the instrumentals of each track
are unique enough to stand alone.
The band has played live shows in the

past, but currently has an open agenda.
McGinley says, “As of right now we
don’t have any shows set in stone. We
usually have a show at Toad’s Place
in New Haven, Conn. over winter
break. Also Aaron, the lead singer, is
currently living in Brooklyn. So we
are trying to get a show there soon.
And perhaps a show at PC could be
in the near future.” So what are Coax
Rhino’s future plans? According to
McGinley, they hope to “enjoy playing
as a band and keep recording music.
You never know how long we are
going to get to keep playing music, so
we want to enjoy every second of it.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF inmyyesterday.blogspot.com
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How Celebrities are
Helping the Philippines
by Kelly Laske ’16
A&E Staff
CULTURE
On November 8, 2013, just a couple
of short weeks ago, the world watched
in horror as Typhoon Haiyan hit the
eastern seaboard of the Philippines,
making it one of the most powerful
storms in recorded history. With the
death toll climbing past 3,700 as the
days go on, authorities say there are
over 12,000 injured and 1,500 still
unaccounted for. The country is in
complete and utter shock as they
look for loved ones lost in the rubble
and search their homes that have
completely diminished to splinters.
With more shipments of body bags
sent to the country daily and with talk
of how poorly the Filipino government
is handling the rescue, the country
needs the support of the whole world.
Celebrities from all over the world
are making it their goal to spread the
word that the Philippines need help.
In today’s world, a simple message
that is less than 140 characters can
get the attention of millions of people
in just a matter of seconds. With the
simple click of the “Tweet” button,
celebrities are sending out tweets
asking their fans to help in light of
this horrific disaster. Famous guitarist
Slash simply sent the link to the Red
Cross Donation website to all of his
three million followers, who then
shared that tweet with their follower
bases. Ginnifer Goodwin, who played
Rachel in the movie version of
Something Borrowed, tweeted the link to
a Huffington Post article that provided

numerous different ways for people to
get involved with the rescue, such as
links to UNICEF, Save the Children,
Salvation Army, and more. Others,
such as Alicia Keys, Josh Groban,
Elijah Wood, and Kerry Washington,
did not post links but simply said
that their thoughts and prayers are
with the victims and that everyone
should take a moment to think about
the victims. Although it may seem
ridiculous to some that this is their
way of providing help, their tweets
are helping to reinforce that donations
are needed to help the Filipino people.
Other celebrities such as Jessica
Alba, Rosario Dawson, and Barbra
Streisand have all made generous
donations to show their support.
Through her toxin-free natural
household product company the
Honest Company, Alba donated
$51,000 worth of retail products.
Dawson, a member of the Operation
USA board, is organizing a fundraiser
to help raise money for the rescue
mission. Legendary singer and
songwriter Streisand is said to have
made a major monetary donation.
The list of those who took the
time to tweet, donate, or create
fundraiser events goes on, and it says
Hollywood has made a big difference
in relief activity is an understatement.
Whether it is a 140 character tweet or
a shout out on a talk show, celebrities
are making moves when trying to get
the word out that the Philippines are
in desperate need of food, water, and
shelter. Nov. 8 severely affected the
lives of over 13 million people, and it
is our job to get them back on track.

PHOTO COURTESY OF mb.com.ph
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Let’s This Week:
Online Fundraising
Rave
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by Alanna Smith ’14
A&E Staff
GAMES
When I was little, I used to spend
hours at a time sitting next to my mom
or dad, watching them play video
games. For my mom, it would always
be Tetris or Super Mario Land on the
grey brick known as the original Game
Boy. For my dad, it was either Doom—
which is terrifying for a small child
to watch—or the puzzle adventure
game Myst. As I got older, I was
able to actively assist in the gaming
process—“Look out, the monster’s
over there!”—and play games with my
brother on our shiny new PlayStation.
It has been many years, but I am
still playing video games. And not
surprisingly, most of my games are
similar to the games I used to watch
my parents play. Thanks to online
game stores like Steam, and the trend
of updating old computer games
with new graphics, I can even play
the very same games that they did.
It is because of my adoration for
nostalgic games that I discovered the
crowdfunding website Kickstarter
one day, when I stumbled across a
project for pocket notebooks featuring
old-school 8-bit designs on their
covers. For those of you who are
unaware, this site hosts thousands
of hopeful artists, inventors, and
designers hoping to raise money to
bring their dream projects to life.
Each project has a webpage
detailing the promised product,
where potential backers can pledge
money to help the project reach its
desired financial goal. Certain tiers
of pledges have different rewards.
For example, pledging a dollar might
earn you a shout-out on their website,
and pledging $5,000 might earn you
a plane ticket to have dinner with the
project’s creators. If the project reaches
that goal in a set amount of time, it
will be funded, and the backers will
be rewarded. If not, then the project is
considered unsuccessful: the backers
get their money back, and the creators

have to start again from scratch.
Kickstarter has been extremely
beneficial to the independent video
game industry. The site gained a
special place in my heart over the
course of the last month, when in
just 30 days, an indie game company
called Cyan Worlds raised $1.3 million
for a new game called Obduction,
due out in Fall 2015. This game just
happens to be the spiritual successor
to a game series created by Cyan in
the 1990s and early 2000s. I played
every single game in the series, which
includes the aforementioned Myst,
with my dad. And of course, both
of us were so excited by our favorite
company developing a new game
that we pledged quite a bit of cash to
the new project. From conversations
across campus with people who
share the same sentimental fondness
for these and other games, I
have gathered that many of my
classmates have done the same.
Kickstarter is not just a place for
video games: singers, filmmakers,
writers, and aspiring restaurateurs
all look to the website to help bring
dreams to life. Since the website
opened in 2009, over 50,000 projects
have been successful, including
everything from community theatre
to the upcoming Veronica Mars film.
Kickstarter does get a cut of five
percent of the collected funds, and
Amazon Payments gets a similar
share, but these probably seem like
pretty fair numbers to creators
who might otherwise get nothing.
I look at Kickstarter as a way to
support small businesses, and to
help bring possible joy and purpose
the lives of others. There is a deep
sense of community and a “Let’s do
this together!” attitude that blossoms
between the backers and creators,
which is a wonderful thing to see in a
world where technology often drives
people apart. I have personally helped
to fund four projects so far, and I wish
that I could back many more. I am just
happy that the website helps people
to feed nostalgic interests, as well as
encourages discovery of just how
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Taste of the Town: Z Bar and Grille
by Marisa Urgo ’14
A&E Staff
CULTURE
As a senior, I am on a mission to
visit every Providence restaurant (that
looks appealing) before I graduate. I
have conquered much of Thayer, but
Wickenden Street remains a mystery.
The popular area is close to Thayer
and is similar in terms of restaurants
and small shops, but it is a bit quieter
and removed from the hustle and
bustle of the busy streets by Brown.
Last weekend, my good friend
Aubrey Dion ’14 and I decided to
spend our evening at Z Bar and
Grille on Wickenden. The goal was
to find a restaurant we had never
been to and explore the territory.
We stumbled into Z Bar mostly due
to process of elimination. Parking is
difficult on that street, so when we
finally found a spot, we decided to
walk up and down the entire street
just once. Aubrey and I are big fans
of the Duck and Bunny, and I had
already been to (and been impressed
by) Fellini’s pizza. Thus, those two
were out, and with burgers and fries
in mind, we stumbled into Z Bar.
However, Z Bar and Grille’s name
is slightly misleading. I imagined
more of a Joe’s type of restaurant, but
Z bar is upscale. The hipster ambiance
is in line with what someone would
expect on Wickenden Street. The tiny
drink glasses are literally smaller
than my hand, and the lighting is on
the dimmer side. In accordance to
that, the menu was small and strayed
from “normal” entrees. For example,

PHOTOS COURTESY OF providencesrestaurants.com

a Caesar salad or a plain cheeseburger
was not listed. Instead, the restaurant
offered more creative salads and
signature burgers. In my opinion, the
menu was too small and not specific
enough (For example, one item was
listed as a “Bobby Burger” without
any additional detail. I do not know
this ominous Bobby, and thus,
am not familiar with his burgers).
I finally decided on the salmon
frittata, still in search of something
new. Aubrey decided on a pork dish
with mashed potatoes and gravy.
Both of us were impressed with our

meals, for they were delicious and
artfully presented. However, I think
the portions were small for the prices
listed. I think Z Bar is not exactly
intended for the college population,
based on price and environment
alone. Most people there were in their
40s, and the cheapest thing on the
menu was a $12 salad. Considering
I am a self-declared “cheap-o,” price
is vital to me. At Z Bar, the salmon
fritatta was $16, the same price as a
four-cheese Mac and Cheese. I am
sure the Mac and Cheese would
have been wonderful, but I figured

I might as well get salmon if I’m
going to pay $16. I know $16 does
not sound too expensive, but add
drinks, tip, and tax to that, and it
might be more than you anticipated.
My opinion of Z Bar and Grille
would probably be different if I had
known what to expect. The food was
truly decadent and the service was
friendly, but with my plain taste palate
and preference to keep my wallet
tight (aside from special occasions), I
would not necessarily say Z Bar and
Grille is the ideal college restaurant

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
This Week: Favorite iPhone App

Tim Morris

Serena Ambroselli

Favorite iPhone App: Providence College App

Favorite iPhone App: Snapchat

Her Views: How lucky are we to live in a
generation that is able to send pictures to a
variety of friends and acquaintances for any
time between one and 10 seconds? The glory
of this app is that the world becomes your
oyster: you can send a selfie, maybe some
scenic fall foliage, or even a picture of whatever
you consider to be a fun-filled weekend. Just
remember: the uglier the selfie, the stronger the
friendship. Also, it defies all things good and
holy to have an entire conversation through
Snapchat. As someone who receives countless
daily Snapchats given my unprecedented
popularity, I know the ways of this app well. If
you can dream it, you can Snapchat it.

His Views: It was October of my sophomore
year when I bought my first iPhone. I
immediately sought the internet’s advice on
what apps it considered essential, but even
after hours of playing Angry Birds, I felt
unsatisfied. Fortunately, this void was filled by
the official Providence College app. Everything
was at my fingertips—course information,
library services, and the ability to stalk pretty
much anyone on campus. If you live under a
rock, you might be surprised to learn that as
you wait in line for your daily latte, any person
with this app can watch you. Of course, the
Dunkin’ Donuts webcam wasn’t created for
that purpose. That’s what the man tells us, and
the man only looks out for our best interests.
His Views on Serena: Taking a step
back, one might find himself in awe of the
complexity of the human being. There seem to
be no limits to what a man can think about, and
it’s equally amazing that these thoughts can
be communicated to others. But here you are,
holding your iPhone at arm’s length, looking
like an idiot. Give a warm welcome to Snapchat,
the new kid on the social media block. Instead
of texting (or, God forbid, calling) your best
friend, why not send them a picture of your
face? Don’t stop there. Draw a bunch of stick
people in the background. Then, all that’s left
to do is add a message: “Hanging out with
my friends!” Snapchat is so much more than
communicating; it’s really bad art.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF forbes.com

Her Views on Tim: Admittedly, defying an
app that my institution of higher education
provides is no easy task—it does come in handy,
I’ll give it that. But think about just how creepy
some of its features are, namely the Dunkin’
Donuts webcam and the ability to peruse the
rosters of classes you’re enrolled in. The DD
webcam has engendered a Twitter account that
posts screenshots of random civilians waiting
in line, and if that doesn’t define “creepy,”
I don’t know what does; the same goes for
stalking class rosters. People who need to rely
on a webcam to gauge whether they have time
to get coffee need interventions, and the rosterstalkers have too much time on their hands
and too many dirty little secrets. Who are you
trying to avoid seeing in class?
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Gift Ideas for Her
by Christina D’Adamio ’16
A&E Staff
FASHION
Thanksgiving is less than a week
away and the holiday season is fast
approaching. Students readily anticipate
the long awaited vacation time, and
swiftly packing their bags, they hit the
road for home, ready for some much
needed rest, relaxation, and scrumptious
home-cooked meals. Caught up in this
hectic time of year, the most important
part of the season’s tradition is finding
the perfect gifts for those you care
about. There is no time like the present
to start that shopping list. With Black
Friday coming up, thoughtful gifts
can be purchased at affordable prices.
From T-shirts to gift cards, and perfume
to beauty accessories, try something
different this season. For those
fashionable women in your life, ease
shopping anxiety with these gift ideas.
For a more personal gift, jewelry is the
best option. Every girl loves a sparkly
accessory, and a statement necklace is
a fun and unexpected gift possibility.
Chunky cuffs and eye-catching rings are
great ideas. For more simple options,
charm necklaces, stackable bangles, and
simple studs are other avenues. For a
more expensive purchase, a timeless
watch is a gift worth unwrapping. For all
the jewelry options listed, sterling silver
and gold matted metals are preferred.
Designers to check out include: Alex and
Ani, Kate Spade, and Michael Kors.
A knitted cardigan is the ultimate
winter essential, not to mention, a perfect
go-to gift. When choosing a sweater,
stick to classic cuts and neutral colors,

but do not neglect the details. A simple
cable knit is fantastic, but with added
embellishments, the sweater becomes
more personal. Detailing such as sequin
stripes, jeweled collars, and double zip
trims are the trend this season.
A special gift idea for those cold
winter nights would be a thermal pair of
pajamas. When purchasing a matching
PJ set, color options are limitless. Choose
a color combination that is both flattering
and complementary for the lady in
mind. A classic black and white stripe
or polka dot is one option. For a more
festive purchase, a patterned ensemble
in ruby red, navy blue, and winter white
is another possibility.
Wrap-around scarves are another gift
idea. Scarves are versatile pieces that can
spruce up the simplest of outfits. Aim for
a wool, cashmere, or silk-based fabric. A
chic cable knit, or waffle-stitch scarf in
antique white, saddle, graphite, or black
is more practical. But for a unique option,
choose a print in an unusual pattern,
such as plaid, chevron, houndstooth, or
diamond. From cardigans to pajamas
and scarves, Gap, Banana Republic, and
J. Crew are the stores to visit.
For a more practical gift option,
purchase an indulgent throw blanket.
This multipurpose gift is a stylish
accent piece that is great for decorating.
Layered on a bed, a throw adds instant
appeal as a sleek and glam statement.
Choose a thick and cozy blanket in a
neutral shade. A faux-fur throw is the
ultimate luxury. Bed Bath & Beyond,
Pottery Barn, and Neiman Marcus have
unique blankets.
A fashion book is an ideal purchase for
those avid readers. An inspirational and
informative read is the ultimate gift. Huff

Post Style suggests these top five fashion
reads: The Beautiful Fall (Alicia Drake),
The Vogue Factor (Kirstie Clements),
If You Have to Cry, Go Outside: And
Other Things Your Mother Never
Told You (Kelly Cutrone), Fashion
A to Z (Alex Newman and Zakee
Shariff) and D.V. (Diana Vreeland).
For the favorite lady on your
shopping list, take the time to
purchase something special this
season. From clothing, to accessories,
to decorative pieces and fashion
reads, there is something for all
fashion lovers. So get
moving, because the
holiday season is
here and there is
no time to waste.

PHOTO COURTESY OF yearshopping.com

Top Five Date Movies on Netflix
by George Killian ’15
A&E Staff
FILM
It is that time of year when it is
getting progressively colder and
colder, and your Friday night plans
have changed from going out to
staying in. And with Netflix streaming
adding more and more great movies
each week, it has gotten easier to turn
your weekend nights into nice comfy,
cozy date nights. So grab the hot cocoa,
a Snuggie, and check out these instant
date night movies on Netflix.
First up are the Disney classics,
which can range from older favorites,
such as The Aristocats to newer releases,
such as The Emperor’s New Groove.
Disney movies are always relaxing and
family-friendly, and since most of us
know the plots by heart, you will not
have to do that much movie watching
to have a good time. The list of Disney
movies on Netflix also includes some
classic Disney Channel Original
Movies such as High School Musical.
While all of these movies never really
set the romantic mood, they might just
be the start of something new.
If you fancy yourself some more
mature movie watching, but still
want to just sit back and laugh, then
head on over to Dr. Horrible’s SingAlong Blog. From the mind of Joss
Whedon, this 2008 classic tragicomedy
musical was originally paced out on
YouTube in a blog fashion. Starring
Neil Patrick Harris and Nathan Fillion,
the story follows Dr. Horrible (played
by Harris), who wants to become a

PHOTO COURTESY OF barbarashdwallpapers.com

supervillain, and his nemesis Captain
Hammer (played by Fillion). The songs
are catchy, the story is enjoyable, and
the movie is a perfect length if you are
short on time before parietals.
Maybe you and your cuddle
buddy are looking for a bit more of
an intimate setting, and want to find a
good romantic holiday comedy. While
feel-good movies are hard to find on
Netflix, you will not have to look far
for a great holiday hit, Love Actually.
Written and directed by Richard Curtis,
this rom-com outlines 10 separate yet
overlapping love stories. A perfect
recipe of London Christmastime
magic, and an interesting combination
of stars makes for a sweet movie that

will definitely get your hearts stirring.
If you consider you and your
sweetheart as some serious moviegoers,
find yourself disappointed with the list
of supposed “classics” on Netflix, and
do not mind a good cry, then check
out Cinema Paradiso. This 1988 Oscarwinning masterpiece takes place in
Italy, and is considered one of the
greatest movies of all time. The movie
follows Salvatore, a Sicilian boy, who
is mesmerized by the magic of the
cinema in his town, and befriends the
old man Alfredo, who teaches him the
ways of the theater. This movie is a
dynamic classic.
While all of these movies are great
for a first or second date, perhaps you

and your significant other are in a wellestablished relationship. If that is the
case, then you can test the waters by
watching the timeless romantic film
Titanic. Starring Leonardo DiCaprio
and Kate Winslet, this winner of 11
Oscars is considered the mother of all
romances. And, let us be honest, you
cannot consider yourself a real couple
until you have weathered Titanic
together.
So go ahead, ask out that special
someone, stay in, and impress them
with your knowledge of the perfect
date movie. If all goes well, they might
even add you to their “instant queue.”
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Are you a business major
looking to expand your resume?
Consider joining The Cowl business staff and market
advertising space, plan Cowl events, and maintain a
yearly budget.

Pick up an application at Slavin LL04 or email Managing
Editor Iryna Bocharova at ibocharo@friars.providence.edu.

Department of Theatre, Dance & Film
Spring Semester Calendar
These Shining Lives
by Melanie Marnich
February 7-9, 14-16

Spring Dance Concert
April 25 & 26

Aristophanes’s Lysistrata,
a musical version
April 4-6, 11-13

Student Film Festival
Free Admission
May 1

CHOOSE YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING AS CAREFULLY
AS YOU CHOOSE YOUR HOUSEMATE

LIMERICK
29 Huxley Avenue

EDENDERRY
98-100 Eaton Street

GALWAY
133 Pinehurst Avenue

TOLLAMORE
138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

KILLARNEY
93 Pinehurst Avenue

CASTLEBAR
127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

TIPPERARY
141-143 Pembroke Avenue

CLAREMORRIS
94-96 EATON STREET

It’s your choice. You can have an ordinary off campus living experience or a great experience in
one of the elegant “houses with the Irish names” on Eaton, across from the Smith Art Center.

Stan Kizlinski



Cell/Text 401-316-8457



Email skizlinski@verizon.net

ErinStudentLiving.com
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Travel Plans
by Melanie Souchet ’14
Portfolio Staff
fiction
Usually I’m afraid of heights.
I’m not sure what makes plane
travel the exception. Maybe it’s
the fact that I’m enclosed, sitting
down, seat belt buckled, not really
moving around or being forced
to glance over the edge and see
the drop that awaits me if I take
one wrong step. Maybe it’s the
fact that the distance between the
ground and me is so extreme that it
seems unreal. The four-story drop
at the top of the mall escalators is
plausible. A height so high, I can
only see lights where buildings are
is impossible. This way I’m less
afraid and more awed.
If there’s one thing I don’t like
about planes, it’s the people and
the waiting. Most of the flights I
take are full. Loading the plane is
a desperate scramble of crawling
past the already-seated, trying
to get suitcases into overhead
compartments, hoping and praying
that that there will still be room
and I won’t have to check the bag.
And if I’m not the first one in my

row, I get the pleasure of trying to
squeeze past the other person (or
people) sitting there. Unless I’m
sitting in the aisle seat. Aisle seats
and window seats have always
been my favorite.
The wait before you can turn on
electronics is also pretty annoying.
Not as annoying as that one guy
who’s always asleep and snoring
the minute he sits down, but still
annoying. Listening to music helps
the flight go faster, but it’s kind of
hard to do that without an iPod.
Usually I try reading, but that’s
also kind of hard to do when the
plane is humming to life, the flight
attendants are talking about things
I’ve heard a thousand times before,
and, again, snoring guy. Although
if it’s bad for me, I can only imagine
how awful it must be for the flight
attendants. I’d be a terrible flight
attendant. I can’t fake the smile.
When liftoff finally comes, I’m
always relieved. We’re off the
ground, finally underway. The
ability to use electronics comes
soon after, and my iPod is out
of my pocket before the pilot is
even finished speaking. If I have
a window seat, I usually stare
out to the ground below (quickly

obscured by clouds). If not, I just
close my eyes. But I can’t fall
asleep, not in an aisle seat. There’s
always the risk that I’ll accidentally
lean on my neighbor and drool on
them. Granted, I haven’t done this
since I was three, but still. It’s a
concern.
First flight is a couple hours. We
glide through the air, we land, and
then begins the desperate scramble
to get off. Unloading the plane is
worse to me than loading it. It’s like
the twin discomforts of “waiting
in line” and “crowds” mashed
together in an enclosed space. I’m
usually standing at the back of the
plane and mentally urging on the
people in front of me. Eventually,
though, I am free of the plane,
in another, bigger airport, and
running to the next terminal. Time
for round two.
It’s funny, but no matter what
time of day I start the trip, it’s
always dark by the second flight.
The air cools off, everything feels
more lethargic. I’m less agitated as
I take my seat—at least this time
it’s a window. As the plane takes
off, the airport and city below turn
into a constellation of bright lights,
the roads arteries with glowing

blood cells rushing through. When
the night sky replaces the ground
below, it’s usually hard to see real
stars. Usually by this point I’m too
tired to care.
The second flight is shorter.
When the plane lands, I’m lost
again in the crush of people. The
frustration revitalizes me, but only
a little. By the time I’m off the
plane, walking through a terminal
that’s mostly abandoned, I’m tired,
annoyed, and just want to lie down
and eat chips. Or something to that
effect.
Then I’m outside in the chilly
air, cell phone pressed against my
cheek as I try to get in contact with
my parents. The fresh, alive air is
a relief after stale airport air, but
it’s the sight of the family car that
revitalizes me fully. Because that
car means I can go rest in my own
bed, eat food that isn’t cafeteria
food, see my friends and family.
That car means I’m home, finally,
and my travels are over.
Until the break is over, anyway.
But I’ll take it.
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by Justin Fernandez ’15
Asst. Portfolio Editor

by Elizabeth O'Neill ’16
Portfolio Co-Editor

poetry

poetry

Two birds fly toward the sun
Singing songs in perfect harmony.
Never too fast, never too slow
Where one leads, the other must go.
Still, when the leaves turn red and
Boreas’ colts reign in the winter wind,
They stretch their wings until they touch
And turn toward the southern hutch.
So when the night creeps over day
Nyx greets her mother with a kiss,
As two birds fashion a nest
And pass the time in separate rest.

Two writers,
one line:
"Two birds flew
toward the sun"

Every morning the sun will rise
And, waking with new love and joy
We sing our morning songs like birds
And fly once more toward the sun.

Two birds flew toward the sun
I watched them from the apartment window
Disappear into the dying light
While you apologized again
For my arm, red and blue and black
If I had wings, I’d fly, too
You fell asleep on top of the sheets
And I found my keys
In the pocket of your church coat
Between your Marlboro Lights and a torn receipt
You didn’t wake up
When I took your keys
And pressed them into my palm
And I flew out of the apartment parking lot
I thought of the birds flying into the sun
I am a bird
My bruises are fading
My sun is rising

They Say a Picture Is Worth
a Thousand Words
by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff
fiction
The picture of her mother was, is,
and always will be beautiful to Lola. It
does not matter that after 13 years the
corners have rubbed away to paper, or
that the color, once vibrant, now only
echoes tints of what used to be, or that
the smile on her mother’s face is the
only distinguishing feature Lola can
identify. To say the photograph is wellloved is an understatement. Whenever
Lola spends more than a few minutes
in her bedroom, the photograph ends
up in her hands, as if by instinct.
The only connection Lola has left to
her mother is that one photograph. Her
father destroyed her mother’s clothes,
jewelry, and anything else you would
think someone would leave behind
after they die. When she was younger,
Lola would ask him for an explanation
constantly, and each time she asked,
he said he couldn’t stand to look at her
things anymore, it was just too hard.
After a while, the young girl realized
that she wasn’t going to get a different
answer, and stopped asking.
At first Lola thought he had

managed to erase her mother’s
presence completely, but one day
she found something. She was in her
father’s room looking for a tie he had
asked her to find, when she started
snooping around, as any curious child
is likely to do upon gaining access to
a previously off-limits location.
Her father was a relatively
uninteresting subject to spy on,
with most of his personal items in
a meticulously organized closet
that included clothes and little else.
Trying to find something of interest,
she began looking at the books she
found stacked against the back wall.
They weren’t very interesting, she
had even heard of most of them, and
at this point she was only eight years
old. Then she came across something
that didn’t look like a normal book at
all. It was bound but it didn’t have a
title or author anywhere on the cover.
The little girl was determined to
figure out what it was, so she opened
it to find that it was full of someone’s
handwriting. She knew that it wasn’t
her father’s, but whose was it? As she
began flipping through the pages,
a photograph fell into her lap. It
was the photograph of her mother.
Lola’s mother had died when she

was only two, but there was something
about the way the woman in the photo
was staring back at her that made Lola
sure it was her. She flipped it over to
look for a name or date, but all it said
was “To remember me by” in the same
handwriting from the mysterious book.
Just as she began to read what the book
said, she heard her father shout, “Hey
Lola, what are you doing up there? I’m
running late already.”
Lola quickly slipped her mother’s
picture into her pocket and ran
downstairs. She never knew if her father
figured out she was snooping, but from
that day on, whenever she tried to go
back and look at that book, her father’s
door was locked. It has been seven years
since Lola found the picture and she has
spent everyday imagining what was
written on those pages.
For the first time, Lola’s father decides
she is old enough to stay in the house
alone for the weekend. Most kids would
see this as an opportunity to throw a
party, but not Lola. She knows this is
the perfect time to find out what’s really
in that book. As soon as her father pulls
out of the driveway, she runs straight to
his room and as she expected, the door
is locked.
She no longer cares if her father finds

out that she was snooping in his room,
she has wanted to know what was in
that book for too long to care about
getting in trouble. The hammer in the
garage works well enough to break
the lock and get the door open. She
runs right for his closet, tears it open,
and finds the book in the exact same
place. Tears start falling from her eyes
as she realizes she will finally know
what it says. She sits down and begins
devouring the pages, turning them at
such a speed that is hard to believe she
can even read them. Then tears start
falling from her eyes for a different
reason. As she reaches the end she
seems to have found something, and
writes it down on her hand. Then she
puts the book back and leaves the
room.
The next day, our heroine is
hundreds of miles from where we last
saw her. She looks at the scribbles on
her hand and then at a building in front
of her. The two seem to coincide so she
walks forward and knocks on the door.
A woman answers, looks at Lola, and
seems to realize something.
“You must be my mother,” Lola
says as she steps inside.
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Listomania
Things You Shouldn't Do When Tired
1.
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Laser Tag
by Amanda Brown ’14
Portfolio Staff

Operate heavy machinery

2.

Watch Inception

3.

Close your eyes in an elevator

4.

Read for Civ

5.

Answer that "Hey, what's up" text

6.

Go to the batting cages

7.

Straighten your hair

8.

Start an argument

9.

Get pregnant

10.

Shop online

11.

Ride the RIPTA

12.

Walk down stairs

13.

Make an omlette

14.

Apply to grad school

poetry

I smell oil.
I’m at the recharging station.
Plug in my gun.
Have my gear on—black vest, black suit.
People running
Running through a blackness;
Pupils dilate
But cannot penetrate.
People hiding
Hiding from other people.
Lights flashing—
Greens, reds, oranges, blues.
Car reloaded,
Lurch onto the highway.
Coming from a cubicle. No.
Going to a home. No.
Lights flashing—
Greens, reds, oranges, blues.
Hiding from other people.
Running,
Running through blackness
With other Dodges
And Toyotas and Fords and Nissans.
In a blue Challenger,
Black vest, black suit.

Tiffany & Earl
This week...
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I'm a freshman here at PC and last
month I started dating the cute girl
who sits in front of me in Civ. I'm really
into her and want to take things to
the next level. Call me old-fashioned,
but I'm a bit of a romantic and am a
total sucker for the old-school dating
culture. The problem is, since I'm new
here, I don't know any romantic places
to take my girlfriend out for a date to
show her how serious I am about us.
Any suggestions?
Sincerely,
Hopeless Romantic
P.S. I love your mustache, Earl. How
have you managed to keep it groomed
nicely?

Dear Très Romantique,
First of all, try less. It’s been a month. That
means you’ve probably held hands under the
table while your prof droned on about the Old
Testament, Gilgamesh, The Iliad, and The Odyssey,
and that’s it. So hold your horses, because ancient
history is nothing to be serious about.
Maybe I’m not being fair here. Maybe you’ve
spent the weekends together; perhaps you were
at the same basketball game, sneaking a glance
behind your shoulder at her, scoping her out in
the crowd and shooting her a cute “I C U” text
with a winky face emoji. Whoa, so serious. And
then after that, you probably pregamed together
in McDerm’s or Scuzzy Guz, where you let her
be your pong partner—so intimate. After that, I
bet you sealed the deal, defining your officially
serious couple status by having a friend snap a
“candid” pic of you two smooching it up hardcore
at Hanley’s so everyone on the Twittosphere could
see it, thanks to PC Kiss Cam. Yeah, so serious.
And just to prove you’re the real deal, you held
her hair as she vom’d Strawberry Burnett’s all
night long, violating parietals because you lurrrve
her that much and she’s worth the risk.
Babe, freshman year is quite the emotional
roller coaster, and if your love life conforms to the
one that I just depicted, which it probably does,
then do yourself a favor, and don’t go any further.
XOXO

Disclaimer
The Tiffany & Earl feature is a satirized account of
Providence College. Both the question and answers are
purely works of fiction. Tiffany & Earl are anti-heroes
whose comments ultimately satirize the stereotypes
they each represent.

Lights come on.
We’re all crouching and blinking
Suddenly exposed.
Coupon valid for one hour.
Sunlight on the dashboard.
Make eye contact with
The woman in the left lane
Trying to hide,
Hide under yellow hair.
I imagined her mouthing
“But it’s supposed to be
A game.”

Making PC an emotionally stable place
one letter at a time
Dear Good Sense,
I appreciate your comments on the mustache. It
took me years of hard work, blood, sweat, tears, and
a low grade beaver tranquilizer to reach this point.
Maybe one day, if you become manly enough, you
will be blessed enough to grow facial hair like this.
Now to your pathetic problem. You need places
to take your woman on an old-fashioned date. I
respect your desire to treat a woman right. Often,
people seem to focus on making love, not fostering
true love and a beautiful relationship. I suggest you
grow a stache. It is the best for attracting a mate. I
have struggled to keep ladies off of me for years.
Including the super clingy Tiffany.
As for a place to take her, there is a plethora
of options. I recommend taking her to browntown.
And by that I mean Thayer Street, and the Brown
side of Providence. There are lots of new hip places,
and hippies.
If worshipping trees isn’t your forte there are
other spots. You can always take her to poundtown.
By that, I obviously mean Federal Hill, where the
food is so good you will have to add some pounds
after a meal.
Let me know how the date goes. And the stache.
You will always have a friend in Earl.
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Who Will Win the Heisman?

Winston
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Freshmen Invasion
How Freshmen are Changing
College Basketball
by DJ Anderson ’16
Asst. Sports Editor
ncaa basketball

Regardless of what happened in
2012, Heisman voters cannot deny
that Jameis Winston has destroyed
defenses this season. Winston has
put together a Heisman-worthy
season, leading the Seminoles to an
undefeated season thus far.
The redshirt freshman has had
a 92.9 adjusted QBR and a 70.9
percent completion percentage,
good for second and sixth
respectively this season. Also,
Winston has had a 28:7 touchdown
to interception ratio and three
rushing touchdowns.
More importantly, Winston is the
offensive leader of the second-best
team in the country, and helped
Florida State climb the rankings
from the 11th spot in the preseason.
Assuming the Seminoles can beat
unranked Idaho and Florida and
win the ACC in the upcoming
weeks, Winston will play in the
BCS championship, something no
one except some really devoted
people in Tallahassee expected
when the season started.
What makes Winston’s rise most
impressive is how badly he is
beating good teams. Florida State
has scored at least 41 points in
all their games and has scored 51
points in the drubbing of Clemson,
who is ranked 26th in the country
in points against. Winston also led
the second best offense in college
football to 63-0 and 41-14 wins
against 25th ranked Maryland and
7th ranked Miami.
With this combination of overall
talent and perseverance, Jameis
should be walking away with a new
trophy at the end of this season.
-Bryan Blum '17

The Heisman, perhaps the most
prestigious award in all of sports,
will experience a showdown between
Johnny Manziel of Texas A&M and
Jameis Winston of Florida State. Yet
when all is said and done, Johnny
"Football" Manziel will defend his
Heisman from last year, joining Archie
Griffin of Ohio State as the award's
only two-time winner.
One may wonder why I am so
certain, and it is simple—the numbers
speak for themselves. In comparing
the two quarterbacks, Johnny Manziel
has thrown for 3,313 passing yards,
31 touchdowns, 11 interceptions, and
a 73 percent completion percentage,
while Winston's number cannot even
compare. So who wins the passing
contest? Advantage Johnny Football.
Now let us take a look at the run,
where Manziel has run for 611 rushing
yards and eight rushing touchdowns,
making him the nation's leader in
points responsible for (234). James
Winston, on the other hand, has ran
for just 145 yards and three rushing
touchdowns. So who wins the rushing
contest? Advantage Johnny Football.
On top of the numbers supporting
Manziel’s case, let us also take a look
at the strength of the opponents.
Anyone who watches college football
knows there is no comparison from
the dominant SEC and the weak ACC.
Each week Manziel faces the best
defenses and teams in college football,
and wows spectators every time.
Against Alabama, the nation's number
one team and number one defense,
Manziel threw for 464 yards and five
touchdowns, putting up 42 points in
the loss. To put that accomplishment
in perspective, Alabama has allowed
just 60 points against all the other nine
teams they have played this season
combined.
With two huge games against No. 22
LSU and No. 8 Missouri on the horizon,
look to see why Johnny Football is
nicknamed after the sport itself., cause
nobody does it better.

After the 2006 National Basketball
Association’s Draft, the league came
together with the NCAA on a one and
done rule. From that point on, it was
no longer possible for highly ranked
high school basketball prospects to
forgo college and go directly to the
NBA. The rule required that these
players spend at least one year in
college before playing professionally,
and the effects of this rule were visible
immediately.
People have argued for or
against this rule ever since it was
implemented, but at the start of this
college basketball season, the critics
have remained quiet, forced to stare at
the incredible talent that has flooded
college basketball in this year’s
freshman class. Before the year even
started, people were calling this year’s
draft class the best in history. This
was largely due to the transcendent
freshman class previously mentioned.
The top three recruits in the ESPN
Top 100 for the freshman class have
all had an immediate impact on their
team’s success and on the outlook
of the 2013-2014 college basketball
season. These players, Andrew Wiggins
’17, Jabari Parker ’17, and Julius
Randle ’17 have made it clear that
they will be forces down the stretch in
this year’s college basketball season.
The most impressive part of these
players’ games has been their ability
to separate from the rest of their team.
Their respective teams all entered this
season ranked in the top five in the
nation, yet these players have still
managed to stand out as “that guy”
on their teams. In the case of Randle
and Wiggins, their teams entered
this season with the best-ranked
recruiting classes for 2013.
With all of this young talent around

them, you would think that these players
might struggle to follow through
on their freshman expectations.
This has not been the case for these
three players. Randle has already
asserted himself as a dominant inside
presence, scoring 20.5 points per
game and securing 14.3 rebounds per
game through five contests. He has
also shown an ability to beat double
and triple teams, using the help of his
teammates on a talented Kentucky
Wildcats team.
Through three games, Kansas
Jayhawks forward Wiggins has shown
flashes of the ability that already has
some people calling him a Future
NBA Hall of Famer. The most
impressive moment of his season so
far came against a Jabari Parker led
Duke squad. After being outshined by
his freshman classmate, Wiggins was
able to play through foul trouble, and
lead his Jayhawks to a 94-83 victory.
The highlight of this game came when
Wiggins drew the contact of Parker on
a breakaway dunk, fouling out Parker
and putting the nail in Duke’s coffin.
Even with the foul trouble that
pushed him out of the Kansas game,
Parker has arguably been the most
impressive player in this year’s
freshman class. He has scored 20
points in each of his first five games,
dropping in 27 before he fouled out
of the previously mentioned Kansas
game. If Parker can continue this
consistency throughout the season,
then he will undoubtedly be in the
conversation for National Player of
the Year.
Regardless of how the rest of this
college basketball season plays out, I
cannot remember a time when three
separate freshmen on three separate
pre-season top five teams have been
able to separate themselves as the best
players on their team. If this trend
continues, then this could be a very
special season in college basketball.

-AJ Stueck '14
Photo courtesy of youtube.com

Club Hockey Tearing Up the Ice
by Pat Shea ’14
Sports Staff
club sports
One of the newer clubs to
Providence College is the Providence
College Men’s Hockey Club. They
compete in the American Collegiate
Hockey Association, which is a
Division II hockey conference. In only
its second full season, the team has a
record of nine wins and only one loss
in regulation. Led by Head Coach Kris
Calise and Assistant Coach William

Russo the men of the club hockey team
have found considerable success in the
2013-2014 season. They are currently
ranked number one with their perfect
record in the Patriot West Conference
of the North East Collegiate Hockey
Association.
This past weekend the team suffered
a loss at the hands of the University of
Delaware. The Friars scored a goal as
did Delaware in the first period and
this remained the score through the
second. In the third period the Friars
came back with a vengeance and

scored two goals, but Delaware was
able to score three, making the final
score 3-4.
This did not discourage the Friars.
The following night the Friars had
a match against Roger Williams
University and devastated them with
a 5-2 victory, lighting up the Roger
Williams goalie in the second and third
periods for the win.
On Friday, the team will travel
north to New Hampshire to face off
against Patriot West competitors the
Keene State Owls. The last time these

two teams met on Friday, November
8 in Schneider Arena, the Friars
beat the Owls 6-0. Hopefully, after a
long trip the hockey club can give a
repeat performance of this match and
continue their success in preparation
for their match against Northeastern
University the following Sunday.
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Women's Basketball on a Roll
Team Has Shredded the Nets

by Billy O'Brien ’17
Sports Staff
women's basketball
Last
season,
the
Women’s
Basketball Team finished 7-23 overall
and lost its last eight games. Offensive
production peaked with 92 points
against Vermont on Nov. 14, 2012, and
the team averaged just 59.5 points per
game.
This season, things are looking up.
The Friars have outscored opponents
347-275, averaging 88.3 points
through three games and earning
a 2-1 record. In the first game of the
season, Providence shattered last
year’s scoring record, posting 109
points against UMass Lowell on Nov.
9. Again, in game two Providence
topped last year’s record, posting 104
against Bryant on Nov. 12. In their two
victories, they have won by margins
of 35 and 37, respectively.
Forward Alexis Harris ’15 has led
the offense thus far, averaging 18.3
points, including a career-high 31 in
the season opener, and 10 rebounds
per game. Harris currently leads
the league in field-goal percentage,
shooting an outstanding 81.5 percent.
Tori Rule ’15 has also dominated
on offense, averaging 20.3 points,
including a 27-point effort against
Bryant. Still, the Friars maintain a
balanced offensive attack against
Bryant; seven players reached double
figures, with six scoring between
10 and 15 points. Other top scorers
include guard Sarah Beal ’17 (11.3
points per game), forward Evi Iiskola
’16 (11.6 points per game), and forward
Aliyah Miller ’17 (eight points per

game).
This year, depth favors the
Friars. Although Harris and Rule
have posted outstanding numbers and
demonstrated the ability to take over
the game, fans should not expect a
two-person effort this season. Part of
what makes this team dangerous is
that they have ample scoring threats
so opponents will not be able to zero
in on any one player. If defense can
match offensive success throughout
the season, expect to see Providence
in the NCAA Tournament.
Providence’s young roster also
shows signs of promise for the
future. This year’s team, which has
played exceptional basketball thus
far, will only graduate two seniors
in the spring. Women’s basketball
is on the rise.
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Golf Returns from Nationals
Club Places 11th in Tournament

by Mike Humphreys ’16
Sports Staff
golf
The NCCGA (National Collegiate
Club
Golf
Association)
fall
tournaments began with 165 teams
competing across the nation. Behind
the leadership of Coach John Conley
and Assistant Coach Bill Collins,
the Providence College Club Golf
Team qualified for the National
Championship by winning both of the
New England Regional tournaments,
which took place on Oct. 5 and 6 and
19 and 20. Feeling confident with four
tournament wins under their belts, the
team flew out to Myrtle Beach on Nov.
15 to get ready for the championship
that was held on the par 72 Dye and
Love courses at the Barefoot Resort on
Nov. 16 and 17.
Each team was allowed to bring
eight players to the tournament, but
only the top five scores are counted
to create a combined team score. The
Providence team was represented by
Mike Pierard ’14, and Rick Darst ’14,
Mike Hanley ’15, Stephen Krall ’15,
Mike Nowosadko ’16, Joe DeChirico
’17, and Dave Szewczul ’17.
The team was led by Jamie Ferullo
'16 who shot a 78 on his first round and
a 75 on his second for a combined total
of 153. This +9 total for the tournament
gave Ferullo the tie for 13th place out of

247 total players at the championship.
Hanley, Pierard, DeChirico, and
Szewczul also placed for the team.
The Friars finished the tournament
with a combined total of 800.
Of the 24 teams that were
competing
in
the
National
Championship, Providence College
placed 11th in the nation, finishing
right behind Georgia University and
right ahead of Purdue. Although
this is an incredible feat for the Friar
community, the coaching staff and

team members aim to shoot higher.
Pierard comments, “We are obviously
somewhat disappointed with our result
because our goal was to go down there
and win the tournament,” but “the
whole trip was a great experience that I
will probably always remember. I think
the best part was just being able to spend
time with my teammates and coaches
on the course and also off the course
throughout the week.” He concludes
,“Overall I would say the team had a
great experience that will help prepare

us for our spring season.”
Coach Conley shared in Pierard’s
slight disappointment, saying, “only
one or two bad swings per round really
prevented us from breaking 80” but
that after the team's trip to Florida this
coming March “our focus is to head
back to the Championship in April.”
The Providence College Club Golf
Team returned from the National
Championship hungry for their next
opportunity.
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Kicking It into the Tournament
Big East Runner-Up Eyes Penn in Opening Round Match

for the tournament as well as the Big
East Banquet where Julian Gressel ’15
earned a spot on the Big East All-Rookie
men's soccer
team as well as second team All-Big East.
Even though the team may not have
After upsetting Georgetown in the gotten the result they wanted, the entire
Big East semi-finals in penalty kicks, trip was “very professional” and “done
the Men’s Soccer Team saw themselves the right way,” according to Coach
down 0-3 against Marquette early Stewart. It was a learning experience for
in the second half of the Big East a generally young Friar team. “For the
Championship.
younger guys, they’ll be hungry to get
“It is a show of character. There back,” Coach Stewart said. “I think the
have been many occasions through the seniors will look back, maybe not right
course of the year that the guys dug in away but further down the line and say
deep and showed resiliency and mental that was a special moment.”
toughness and that has been the story
The team does not have time to
of our season,” said Head Coach Craig ponder the “what ifs” of the game.
Stewart. The team once again embodied After beating Georgetown in the
that spirit as they fought hard to come semi-finals, there was little doubt that
back, only a little too late as they fell 2-3.   the team secured a spot in the NCAA
The team had the opportunity Tournament. When the bracket came
to play in PPL Park, home of the out on Monday, it had PC pitted
Philadelphia Union, in Pennsylvania against University of Pennsylvania
by James Kirby ’15
Sports Staff

in a first round matchup to be
played Thursday, November 21 in
Pennsylvania, only five days after their
defeat from Marquette. Coach Stewart
hopes that the success the team saw in
the Big East Tournament will translate
to the NCAA Tournament. “For one,
the disappointment of not winning
makes you hungry again… the guys
have said that a good team doesn’t
lose twice in a row,” said Stewart.
“If you look back at Creighton twice,
then Georgetown and Marquette,
that’s four NCAA teams and we got
favorable results in three of them.”
The Friars will once again have to
show resiliency much like they did in
the Marquette game to rebound in a
short time period for the NCAAs. Penn
is coming off winning the Ivy League
Championship against Harvard and
will be prepared to defend their home
turf. As Coach Stewart put it, “There’s

no easy game this time of the year and
our group with their character, going
on the road doesn’t faze them.”
“Going all the way back to Oct. 25
when we ended our 2012 campaign,
it was really from that day on we
committed to working hard and doing
things collectively as a group with
a team first mentality. Through the
winter, spring training, summer, and
pre-season we are seeing rewards now
for the work we put in,” Stewart said,
reflecting on the season. “I think this is
the standard we set for ourselves,” he
added. The turnaround season for the
Friars has been a joy for Friar fans to
see as the team returns to the NCAA
Tournament since 2011 and first under
second-year coach Craig Stewart. The
Friars will hope the success does not
end Thursday.
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Hockey :

Continued from front page

has seen himself nationally recognized as one of the best players and
people in Division I Hockey. This
progression by one of the Friars’ best
leaders has not gone unnoticed, as
Shamanski was recently nominated
for the prestigious 2014 Men’s Senior
CLASS award, which is given to the
NCAA hockey senior who excels in
four disciplines—character, classroom, competition, and community.

Shamanski has been a steady
and consistent contributor throughout his accomplished career, appearing in 102 games prior to his senior
year, where he has appeared in all 11
games for the Friars. While his full
contribution may not be noticed on the
stat sheet, it is evident that Shamanski
helps anchor the Providence defense,
providing goalie Jon Gillies ’16 with
needed support, as well as providing
important contributions for the offense, including a SportsCenter-worthy goal against Miami (OH) earlier in
the year.
Off the ice, Shamanski handles

himself just as well, if not better, carrying a stellar GPA of 3.62, earning him a
spot in the College’s Chi Alpha Sigma
chapter. This honor is given to junior
and senior athletes at the school who
earn a varsity letter and a GPA of 3.4 or
over. Shamanski also serves as a men’s
hockey representative on the Student
Athlete Advisory Committee.   He has
contributed and given back to the community as well, volunteering at hockey
clinics in the city and being a key member of the group of players that added
Kevin Rich, a young boy with cancer,
as an honorary member to their roster.
It is clear that Shamanski has

evolved into a great player and an even
better person, making him the perfect
person to receive the CLASS award.
The field of 20 will be narrowed to 10
later on in the year, with the official
winner announced at the 2014 Frozen
Four in Philadelphia. The hope is that
the entire Friar squad, not just Shamanski, will be there to accept a welldeserved award, and have Shamanski
lead his team into battle in the Frozen
Four.

